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Wizards of the Coast just posted a press release as it releases two new Dungeons &amp; Dragons products today: Explorer's Guide to Wildemount and Forgotten Realms: Laeral Silverhand's Explorer's Kit. The Dungeons &amp; Dragons team collaborated with Matthew Mercer, Dungeon Master in the
popular liveplay show Critical Role, to release Explorer's Guide to Wildemount, a brand new tabletop role-playing source book detailing the continent explored in the second campaign season of critical role. Adventurers can now also download Laeral Silverhand's Explorer's Kit, a new cube set and
assorted to the world's biggest role-playing game. Both products are available in stores everywhere from today, March 17. Here are some details for both of these new products. Explorer's Guide to Wildemount The 304-page Explorer's Guide to Wildemount invites Dungeon Masters to start playing in any
of Wildemount's regions using introductory adventures, dozens of story-inspiring plot seeds and the new heroic chronicle system. Adventurers can also expect to discover countless secrets revealed for the first time by Critical Role Dungeon Master, Matthew Mercer. Players and Dungeon Masters will find
new character options available to play in any promotion, such as the Echo Knight fighter underclass, new spells, new monsters, and more! The contents of this book include the following: An expansive Wildemount gazette. Descriptions of the large fractions of Wildemount. Player options that include new
subclasses, new spells, and a tool to help players integrate their characters into their surroundings. New magical items, including weapons that become more powerful to match their wielders. New creatures native to Wildemount. Four introductory adventures – one for each unique region of Wildemount.
(MSRP: $49.95) This release is available in hardcover or online at Roll20, Fantasy Grounds, and D&amp;D Beyond. Visit the official product page to learn more. Forgotten Realms Laeral Silverhand's Explorer's Kit Lady Laeral Silverhand is the Open Lord of Waterdeep, a centuries-old archmage, and
daughter of the god of magic. In Forgotten Realms: Laeral Silverhand's Explorer's Kit, she guides you on your way to adventure. This new set contains eleven cubes in a durable, felt-lined box that acts as two dice trays. Fans can also enjoy the twenty illustrated, double-sided maps describing Laeral's
expert insights on key characters, places and lore from all over Forgotten Realms, along with a foldout, double-sided map with the Sword Coast and the city of Waterdeep. Includes: Eleven dice (two D20s, one d12, two d10s, one d8, four d6s, one d4). Twenty illustrated, double-sided maps describing
Laeral's expert insights on key people, places and lore from across Forgotten Realms. A durable felt-lined box that acts as two cube trays. Fold out map of the sword coast and the city of Waterdeep. (MSRP: $24.95) Visit the official product page to learn more. Are you ready to travel through the continent
of Wildemount? Dungeons &amp; Dragons Explorers Guide to Wildemount is yours down into a continent that has withstood more than its fair share of conflict. The Dwendal Empire and the Kryn Dynasty are cutting down the land around them, and only the greatest heroes would dare stand between
them. Somewhere in the farthest corners of this war-torn landscape are secrets that can end this conflict and usher in a new age of peace - or burn the world to a slag. Get ready to create a group of heroes and get started with this campaign 2 setting in the critical role series! This product will be a
complete conversion of explorer's guide to Wildemount, featuring Roll20 enhancements such as Roll20 Charactermancer support for character options, drag and drop creatures, and more! Watch our Explorer's Guide to Wildemount video here for an in-depth preview! Stay at home, play at home: try the
first adventure for free! Product Information Roll20 Improvements: Compendium Expansion includes: 30 new monsters and 1 new vehicle with in-app drag-and-drop 12 races with Charactermancer supporting 10 underruns with Charactermancer support 3 subclasses for two new schools of magic and a
martial archetype with Charactermancer and level-up support 70 unique elements 15 magic 2 new backgrounds with Charactermancer support Adventure Module and Gazettes include: Wildemount Gazettes: Descriptions of factions and locations in Wildemount, pantheon of Exandria (including some
exciting revelations!), rules for cloud ships and rules for Hollow One NPCs and characters 4 Short adventures: Tide of Retribution, Dangerous Designs, Frozen Sick and Unwelcome Spirits All book assets and information fully integrated for VTT, including all 174 monsters (in addition to all compendium
expansion monsters), 11 points (in addition to all compendium expansion items) , 23 full color cards with GM layer of information and dynamic lighting support (requires plus/pro subscription), rollable tokens, rollable tables, and macros System: D&amp;D5E Start Level: 1 Length: Map Campaign
Installation: 1 Compendium Expansion + 1 Module + 1 Character Art Pack Quick Guide Access to Your Content Module To create a new game based off the module, click start new game option from the site menu. The column on the right side of the page is titled Optional: Select a module. Underneath is
this miniature tiles for all the different Roll20 modules that are available. For those you bought, mousing over the thumbnail will make a selection icon appear over the thumbnail tile. Clicking on the tile will select this module to be used as the base for this new game. Compendium Character Art Pack You
can access the Character Art Pack under The Enable section of the Art Library app. These assets are only available for use in the app. What character sheet do I need? All Wizards of the Coast licensed content on Roll20 uses D&amp;D 5e of Roll20 sheets. Thread of bug reports If you experience other
issues, please let us know in Help. Dungeons &amp; Dragons, D&amp;D, their respective logos and dragon's ampersand are registered trademarks of Wizards of the Coast LLC. ©2020 Wizards of the Coast. All rights reserved. i Can only be used with Roll20; cannot be downloaded. License: Roll20 End
User License Agreement (Personal Use Only, Do Not Distribute) + All Access Vault-enabled You and your players can export existing characters from other games to this game using the Character Box feature. Read more » A first taste of the wonders of Wildemount! Dungeons &amp; Dragons Explorer's
Guide to Wildemount Adventure Preview is the best way to try out the world of Critical Role's Wildemount Setting. Explorer's Guide to Wildemount Adventure Preview includes everything you need to run the Frozen Sick launch adventure, including the full adventure text and the Palebank Village section
from the Wildemount Gazettes. If you love what you see, the full Explorer's Guide to Wildemount Roll20 conversion is available here for $49.95 Product Information Roll20 Improvements: Full Conversion of Frozen Sick Adventure fully integrated for VTT, including all monsters placed right on adventure



maps, and ready to drag-and-drop to create additional meets Palebank Village section from Wildemount Gazettes 4 full color maps with GM layer information and dynamic lighting support (requires plus/pro subscription), rollable tokens, rollable tables, and macros. System: D&amp;D 5E Start Level: 1
Length: Short Campaign Installation: 1 Modules Quick Guide Access to your content module To create a new game based out of the module, click the Start New Game option from the site menu. The column on the right side of the page is titled Optional: Select a module. Underneath is this miniature tiles
for all the different Roll20 modules that are available. Mousing over the thumbnail will make a selection icon appear over the thumbnail tile. Clicking on the tile will select this module to be used as the base for this new game. What character sheet do I need? All Wizards of the Coast licensed content on
Roll20 uses D&amp;D 5e of Roll20 sheets. Error reports If you experience other issues, please let us know in Help. Dungeons &amp; Dragons, D&amp;D, their respective logos and dragon's ampersand are registered trademarks of Wizards of the Coast LLC. ©2020 Wizards of the Coast. All rights
reserved. i Can only be used with Roll20; cannot be downloaded. License: Roll20 End User License Agreement (personal use only, may not be distributed) For the handful of years The edition of Dungeons and Dragons launched, some incredibly exciting and interesting campaign setting extensions have
arrived for the classic tabletop role-playing game. Players have had the opportunity to visit The Forgotten Realms, drop in on some Magic: The Gathering flights, and even adventure with Rick and Morty. The latest addition to the game takes players to a setting made famous on the hit show critical role
with some adventures on the continent of Wildemount. The new book Dungeons and Dragons: Explorer's Guide to Wildemount is a beautiful hardcover, like almost every D&amp;D book, and is full of history, maps, adventures and character opportunities for players to start a campaign of their own in the
exciting realm of Exandria. But what exactly does that mean? And will players who don't see critical role really get anything out of this book? Unlike the Rick and Morty D&amp;D book, Explorer's Guide to Wildemount is actually a piece of the game that will offer some very exciting material, whether you
care about the pop culture source or not. There are some new spells and character options in Explorer's Guide to Wildemount that are too fun to be ignored, so many Dungeon Masters will probably want to familiarize themselves with this book even if they don't start a new adventure in Wildemount. What
is critical role? For those who aren't aware, critical role is a very popular D&amp;D play stream that features a cast full of famous voice actors, including the voice of Ellie from The Last of Us and The Last of Us 2. The show's DM, Matt Mercer, created a new setting full of rich history and lore and the
Explorer's Guide to Wildemount allows DMs to run a game in the same world that The Mighty Nein (Role's season 2 adventure party) is exploring. What kind of setting is Wildemount? Wildemount is a traditional fantasy setting full of dwarves, Halflings, Humans, Goblins, and Elves - but other breeds show
up in some regions. The universe's most important hook is the outbreak of war in the center of the continent. Two of the area's biggest factions have been dancing around in war for years, but the conflict can no longer be avoided. Explorer's Guide to Wildemount provides everything you need to play
Dungeons &amp; Dragons on the continent wildemount (set in the Exandria world)-a land of war, betrayal and swashbuckling adventures. Wildemount consists of four regions and offers an infinite potential for adventure in a land of brewing conflict and incredible magic. Rising tensions are boiling over into
the all-out war between the politically dubious Dwendalian Empire and the light-worshipping wastepeople of Xhorhas, providing a living backdrop for any D&D campaign to explore. What does the new book contain? The contents of this book include the following: An expansive Wildemount gazette.
Descriptions of the large fractions of Wildemount. Play that includes new subclasses, new spells, and a tool to help players integrate their characters into their surroundings. New magical items, including weapons that become more powerful to match their wielders. New creatures native to Wildemount.
Four introductory adventures – one for each unique region of Wildemount. Written and directed by Matthew Mercer, Dungeon Master of Critical Role and creator of Exandria's world, this 304-page book features works by talented designers, writers and artists from the D&amp;D and Critical Role
communities. Explorer's Guide to Wildemount is an expansive, vibrant campaign setting anyone can enjoy regardless of their knowledge of critical role, and an open invitation to make mysteries and dangers of Wildemount your own. What is Dunamancy? One of the primary hooks in the Wildemount
setting is the new type of magic - Dunamancy. This magic has to do with looking forward to potential results and branches of decision-making. Most of the powers associated with fiddling with time or gravity. It is a very interesting new toolkit to play with, and most of the new magic introduced in this book
connect to Dunamancy in some way. What new character settings are available in Explorer's Wildemount Guide? Explorer's Guide to Wildemount includes two new class options for guides and a new class option for fighters. Fighter: Echo Knight – A mysterious and feared frontline warrior of the Cryn
Dynasty, the Echo Knight has mastered the art of using dunamis to summon the fading shades of unrealized timelines to help them in battle. Surrounded by echoes of their own power, they charge in the fight like a cycling swarm of shadows and strikes. Wizard: Chronurgy Magic - Focus on the
manipulation of time, those who follow the Chronurgy tradition learn to change the pace of reality to their liking. Using the ramping of anticipating dunamis energy, these magicians can bend the flow of time as deftly as an accomplished musician plays an instrument, lending themselves and their allies an
advantage in the blink of an eye. Wizard: Graviturgy Magic – Understanding and mastering the forces that pull bodies of matter together or drive them apart, the students of Graviturgy mystical tradition learn to further bend and manipulate the violent energy of gravity to their advantage, and the terrible
damage to their enemies. The book includes a handful of startup adventures to kick off a campaign at Wildemount and DMs don't have to ever listen to or watch a single episode of critical role to get in on the fun. That said, the show is very entertaining and definitely worth checking out for some extra
inspiration. Be sure to check back in the near future for more Dungeons and Dragons news, updates and strategy guides. Until then, roll well, adventurers! Dungeons and Dragons: Guide to Wildemount is available now as a hard copy hard copy digitally on DnD Beyond. MORE: 10 Video Games That
Would Make Great D&amp;D Campaigns Grand Theft Auto 6's New Approach Makes Stories Like Red Dead 2 Less Likely, Says Arthur Actor Related Topics GR Originals Wizards of the Coast Dungeons and Dragons About Author Denny Connolly (2266 articles published) More from Denny Connolly
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